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Newsletter

The Monthly Treat
October 2018
Monthly Update - Dogs4Diabetics Dogs-in-Training

Dogs4Diabetics Dog-in-Training, Perla
The Monthly Treat has been on hold for the past several months as we will be launching a
brand new Dogs4Diabetics website.
The Monthly Treat newsletter will ultimately transition into an engaging and interactive
webpage experience once our new D4D website is launched. Stay tuned…

Dogs-in-Training

Rubina
Training Phase: B-1,3
Career-Changed from GDB
Rubina is getting ready to take her
bringsel test. Once she passes, she can
begin pairing her bringsel with the
“scent”.
Also, she recently begun working on
fetching supplies at our D4D Nylabone
Bandit
Training Center and learning to get help
from another person.

Bastille
Training Phase: C-1,3
Career-Changed from GDB
This adorable black Lab, Bastille, has
been working on picking up and holding
her bringsel on cue.
Bastille is learning how to also pick up and
retrieve supplies such as a glucose
monitor kit and a glucose tab bottle with
D4D Trainer, Hayley.
Keep up the good work, Bastille!

Dogs-in-Training

Dogs-in-Training

Perla
Training Phase: B-1,2
Career-Changed from GDB
Perla is Dogs4Diabetics first-ever
chocolate Labrador Retriever in-training
in our program.
She has started her scent training with
Dogs4Diabetics Trainer, Christina. Perla
will be working up to biting down and
holding on to the dumbbell in the
coming weeks.

Fitzgerald
Training Phase: B-5
Career-Changed from GDB
Dogs4Diabetics Trainer, Hayley, is working
with Fitzgerald on retrieving supplies from
different areas in our D4D Nylabone
Training Center.
D4D Trainer, Christina, is working with
Fitzgerald on finding the “scent” in bucket
training.
Keller
Pictured right: D4D Dog-in-Training,
Fitzgerald, is being hugged by D4D Client,
Katie (who is waiting to be placed with a
D4D Dog).

Sherlock

Dogs-in-Training

Umpire
Training Phase: B-1
Career-Changed from GDB
Umpire is one of our newest
Dogs4Diabetics Dogs-in-Training and
he’s just learning to grab and hold a
dumbbell.
Additionally, this handsome Lab is
learning to offer behaviors and work
independently with confidence away
from the handler.

Vieques
Training Phase: C-1,3
Career-Changed from GDB
Black Lab-in-Training, Vieques, is working
on her duration hold on the dumbbell with
Dogs4Diabetics Trainer, Hayley.
The next step for Vieques is to move on to
working on her bringsel skills.
Vieques is also rocking the scent bucket
training and find it on people.

Dogs-in-Training

Tucson
Training Phase: C-4
Career-Changed from GDB
Dogs4Diabetics Dog-in-Training,
Tucson, celebrated her 3rd Birthday
on October 4th at Dogs4Diabetics.
Happy Birthday, Tucson!!!!
She has also been kickin’ tail in her
training. Tucson is working her way
towards bucket testing and beginning
to learn to pair the bringsel with finding
the scent on a person.

Prentice
Training Phase: C-4
Career-Changed from GDB
Prentice is working with Dogs4Diabetics
Trainers on scent training before he can
start work on pairing his bringsel to the
“scent.”
He’s been working with fetching supplies
from long distances, from out of sight,
up/down stairs, and from off tables/
shelves.

Dogs-in-Training

Michelle
Training Phase: B-4
Career-Changed from GDB
Dogs4Diabetics Dog-in-Training, Michelle,
is getting ready to begin her bucket
testing, and she’s maintaining all of her
other in-training skills.
Picture left: Michelle, is pictured prior to a
high school football game wearing Clayton
Valley Charter High School’s doggie
bandana. The “U” represents “Ugly
Eagles” which is CVCHS mascot.

Newton
Training Phase: A-1,2
Career-Changed from ARF
This good-looking pup, Newton, is
working with Dogs4Diabetics Trainers on
sharpening his bringsel skills.
We have high hopes for Newton to
accomplish amazing things in our
Dogs4Diabetics program.

